Detection and maturation of VEP albino asymmetry: an overview and a longitudinal study from birth to 54 weeks.
The genetic anomaly in albinism prevents adequate melanin metabolism within the fetal eye cup and stalk. This results in severe disruption of pre- and postnatal retinal development and the condition of abnormal temporal retinal projections. The obligate misrouting of retinal-geniculate-cortical projections in albinism can be detected in the topographical representation across the occiput of the visual evoked potential (VEP). Age-dependent misrouting detection methods are described which yield 100% detection rates with zero false positives across the life span. By combining appropriate state-defined neonatal recording procedures with the albino infant VEP test paradigm, the presence of aberrant optic pathway projections was observed in a 5-day-old full-term infant. Maximum asymmetry was observed within a long-latency window of the response which shifted during the postpartum period to shorter latencies. Longitudinal studies show two specific latency regions of significant VEP asymmetry. The first occurs within 40-70 ms after stimulus onset and remains constant across the age range. The second, more robust, cluster of asymmetry occurs within a longer latency window and shows an age-related shift towards shorter latencies. The decreasing latency of this asymmetry is concomitant with normal maturational changes of the evoked response. These results show that VEP misrouting can be extended to reliable albino diagnosis within the neonatal period and to the assessment of visual maturation.